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My comments today will be brief, and the reason is simple. The data we’ll hear in a few minutes 

are much more interesting than anything I can add. 

 

But I do want to start with some special thanks to Professor John DiIulio.  Without his support, 

and the help of other Penn faculty like Professor Peter Dodson, the Collegium Institute – the 

cosponsor of today’s event -- wouldn’t exist.  Five years ago the Collegium Institute was just a 

gleam in the eyes of Drs. Dan Cheely and Matt O’Brien.  So it’s very satisfying to be here today 

to see how far they’ve come.   

 

I also want to thank Mr. Joseph Tierney of the Fox Leadership Program for the great work he’s 

done on the report we’ll talk about in this session.  The report is being released through Penn’s 

Program for Research on Religion and Urban Civil Society, and I hope it will spark similar 

studies in other urban areas. 

 

We’re living through a time of tension and deep division in our country.  It’s easy to become 

cynical.  Today’s data remind us that a lot of good is also being done, every day.  It's being done 

by ordinary people who don’t make the headlines, but who do make a big difference in the lives 

of thousands of our region’s young persons and people in need. 

 

As Mr. Tierney’s study shows, the positive economic impact of Catholic ministries on the 

Greater Philadelphia region is about $4.2 billion annually.  We can compare that to the City of 

Philadelphia’s $4 billion General Fund Budget for FY 2016.  That’s a lot of impact.  It includes 

the various education and social welfare efforts directly linked to the Archdiocese of 

Philadelphia and its 200+ parishes.  And it also includes the region’s many independent Catholic 

non-profits: hospitals, universities and similar institutions.   

 

Of course, and even more importantly, the positive human impact of all these ministries – in 

terms of the formation of moral character, the creation of opportunities and the transmission of 

hope – is beyond measuring. 

 

The lesson is this:  Faith matters.  Religious conviction always has consequences.  If we really 

believe that God exists, then nothing is more important than that fact.  The more deeply we 

encounter God, the more profoundly he reorders our thinking, our actions and our entire lives.  

As a consequence, real faith is always personal but never private.  It naturally seeks public 

expression.  And this is why organized works of mercy and charity in every religious tradition – 
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Jewish, Christian or Muslim – have such a disproportionately fruitful effect.  The evidence is in 

the data. 

 

Doing good things in the name of the government isn’t quite the same as doing good things in 

the name of God.  The two paths aren’t mutually exclusive, of course.  Plenty of very good 

people work in secular service organizations.  But I do think that explicitly religious forms of 

social service, at their best, have God as a kind of “force multiplier,” and also as an on-going 

judge of their honesty and stewardship.  Some social scientists tend to regard religion as an 

invention or projection of the human need for meaning.  But what that says to the sincere 

Christian believer is that some social scientists haven’t yet met God. 

 

The Collegium Institute itself is an example of Catholic men and women living their Christian 

faith by using their talents in service to the wider public.  In this case, that means the cultural and 

intellectual life of the Penn academic community, which clearly has an impact well beyond 

Philadelphia.  In like manner, every other form of Catholic ministry in Philadelphia named in 

today’s report began with the same impulse: to put into practice the words of Jesus Christ and the 

demands of the Gospel.   

 

Catholic social service is fruitful precisely because it’s never simply “humanitarian.”  Rather, it’s 

a very concrete and particular expression of our faith.  We offer our help to persons in need 

without strings attached, but always with a deeper religious purpose.  Our ministries don’t exist 

to proselytize, because that kind of approach to social service is simply a form of coercion.  It 

would demean the people we’re trying to serve.  Proselytism dressed up as charity and service 

robs vulnerable people of their freedom.   

 

But our education and social welfare ministries do very much exist to witness to the mercy of 

Jesus Christ and to demonstrate our love for God.  They’re statements of what we believe, 

incarnated through our actions.  As a result, no “Catholic” social service or education effort is 

effectively pursued or sustained without a strong Catholic identity and religious sense of mission. 

 

Obviously many aspects of Catholic social work can be shared by all people of good will.  

Catholic social ministries should and do welcome opportunities to work with other individuals, 

groups and social agencies.   

 

The challenge, of course, is that cooperation can sometimes run the risk of turning Catholic 

organizations into sub-contractors for donors, foundations and public agencies with very 

different anthropologies and thus very different notions of authentic human development.  That 

can compromise both the purpose and the effectiveness of Catholic social work.  So in 

Philadelphia our focus is very much on protecting and deepening the Catholic identity of our 

ministries, not only for our own sake, but to ensure the continuing value of our work for the 

common good. 

 

I think today’s report shows how significant the Catholic contribution to the common good of 

Philadelphians has been.  I’m grateful and proud that the Church has played that role so well in 

our common life for so many decades. 
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So again, I want to thank everyone involved in organizing today’s event, and I look forward to 

our discussion.  And thank you all for taking the time to be here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


